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National best practice 
Normalize

• A shared analysis 
and definitions

• Urgency / prioritize

Organize

• Internal 
infrastructure

• Partnerships

Operationalize
• Racial equity tools
• Data to develop 

strategies and 
drive results

Visualize



USING A RACIAL EQUITY 
RESULTS FRAMEWORK 

Erika Bernabei
Equity & Results



You can’t be neutral on a moving 
train.

- Howard Zinn



What is accountability and 
to whom are we accountable?

NOT ONLY COMPLIANCE



Community Centered, Race Equity 
Lens as the Foundation for 

Results Work
Community leaders and staff are mutually 

responsible for developing a plan of action to 
identify, collect, and use data

Creation of a transparent, non-punitive data analysis
and use culture that is distinct from compliance for 

funders or deficit orientation 



Rigor and discipline 

Distinguishing between experimentation and 
thoughtful testing of ideas that will likely work to 

disrupt and shift racially disproportionate outcomes 

Authentic, trusting relationships so that when data 
goes in the wrong direction, the group will seek 

solutions rather than blame team members 

Community Centered, Race Equity 
Lens as the Foundation for 

Results Work



Key Principles of 
Results Based Accountability

§ Data-informed, transparent decision-making
§ Start at the end to determine what you seek to 

achieve and work backwards using data to map out 
the means 

§ Identify the appropriate level of accountability:
§ Population or whole community (long term) 
§ Performance: Service System, Agency, Division or 

Program (where the rubber hits the road)
§ Establish partnerships and ask effective questions to 

quickly get from ends to means
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§ Use 7 questions to work effectively with partners
§ Answer 3 questions to develop performance 

measures to determine the effectiveness of 
programs, services, agencies, systems and 
initiatives:

§ How much did we do?
§ How well did we do it?
§ Is anyone better off?

§ Maintain language discipline

Key Principles of 
Results Based Accountability



Root Cause Analysis



7 Questions of Population Accountability
• What condition of well-being do we want for our 

community (results)?

• What would these conditions look like if we achieved them?

• What measures can we use to quantified these conditions 
(indicators)?

• How are we doing on the indicators quantitatively (data 
trend) and qualitatively (root cause/story)?

• Who are the partners with a role to play?

• What works?

• What do we propose to do? 



• Who do you serve?

• How can you measure if they are better off?

• How can you measure the quality of your work?

• How are you doing on these measures quantitatively 
(data trend) and qualitatively (root cause/story)? 

• Who are the partners with a role to play?

• What works (practices, processes, and/or policies)?

• What do you propose to do, in what timeline and in what 
budget? 

7 Questions of Performance Accountability



Putting a stake in the ground 
Now the hard work begins. 

For each community indicator, the group has identified a 
set of connected actions. 

Now, facilitated action planning sessions—within 
departments, cross departments, and sometimes with 

other partners—refine the broad set of actions. 

The Core Team should bring population level indicators 
to these sessions and begin to build a performance plan.  



Community participation in review of data
Even if data looks shows a positive impact, community 

residents or people on the receiving end of the 
implemented solution, need to help to identify the 

“why?” to determine any unintended consequences of 
“success.”

They are best positioned to flag root causes of otherwise 
neutral seeming strategies or other “under the radar” 

factors.  

Community insight is also necessary when designing and 
refining solutions to ineffective practice—so make sure to 

have them at the table.



Partnership doesn’t have a common 
understanding of structural and institutional 

racism nor a common definition for racism 
For example:

Definition of racism:
Race prejudice + power

-The People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond

1. No common understanding or 
definition of racism



Group has reverted to accountability 
as compliance only 

2. Limited idea of accountability



A race equity foundation that is community-
centered, was not laid before data collection and 
use began an the connections between data and 
accountability to communities of color were not 

consistently made

3. Data work didn’t begin with 
culture change 



4. No work to examination of history 
of data in the community

There is a lack of investment in people/ 
relationships

Moving too fast

Doing data work as a technical exercise



Data related work is done by a data 
team/person instead of embedded 

internally and owned broadly 

5. Mistaken belief that this is technical 
work for a data analyst



6. Root Cause Analysis doesn’t center 
the work 

No real root cause conversation

Analysis is never used after it is done

Community doesn’t participate in the 
analysis

Bad facilitation



7. Stopping at the framework 

The framework is complete, and the work 
never starts. This is actually the work - using 

performance data and root causes to 
improve practices



8. Avoiding unlikely partners and 
continuing business as usual with 

current partners

Unlikely partners may be required to 
produce the results you seek. 

Current partners may need to expand, 
stop or change what they are doing. 



9. Unclear about who/what you   
serve (institutions, people, 

systems)
Clarity needed to help:
• select measures 
• unintentionally hold people accountable 

for change outside of the scope of work
• measures they can’t move



10. Reliance on evidence based 
practice only

Reliance on *hot* or evidence based practices 
without asking:

Is it culturally relevant? 

Does it take into account community values? 

Was it selected with an eye to the root causes of 
racial inequity?

What would work better?

Why was it picked? 



11. The community does not actively 
participate in the review of data

Community doesn’t consistently assist in 
designing and refining solutions to ineffective 

practice

Community isn’t authentically engaged so 
they they legitimate the work and mutually 

reinforce the work against naysayers  



12. The data looks bad, but it is not 
used to change practice

Data has not been used to refine or change 
strategies: 
• lessons learned within other parts of the agency/ 

the community/ in other communities
• adapting formal best practices/ evidence based 

practices that you can use or adapt
• requirements of funding and balancing what is 

required of you with what you believe will work to 
change systems. 



13. Ego/resources prevent real 
partnership 

Organizations fail to think about partners that 
would make their own work more effective –
often because of ego, resources/time.

Reallocation of resources, shifting power,          
fear of failure/exposure  



14. Leaders don’t take strategic risks 
and model behavior

Asking people to do things you yourself 
aren’t doing (i.e. sharing bad data, putting 

themselves on the line)



The group doesn’t use action commitments 
(with deadlines and a report out at every 

meeting) to hold people accountable.

No one uses data nor do they share it.

15. Partnership is not is held 
accountable



16. People were deployed based on 
hierarchy/formal role rather than 

based on their assets



*Green and Molenkamp

Boundary
Authority
Role
Task*

17. Lack of clarity about role and 
authority in the partnership 



Erika Bernabei
erika@equityandresults.com
914.924.3850
www.equityandresults.com


